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TROPHY TM CAM HD NO-GLOW

TRAIL CAMERAS

INVISIBLE AGRESSOR WITH
NO-GLOW BLACK-LEDS.
New Pre-set menu choices based on location and
illuminated 5-way button control panel make these
units the best Trophy Cam ever. Field-proven design
with a removable “ARD” anti-reflection LED cover,
strengthened cable lock channel and an improved latch
for maximum ruggedness. These No-Glow models feature
black LEDs that are invisible to both game and other
hunters. These models provide stunning images with
a super-fast 0.2-second trigger speed, hyper 0.5s
recovery rate, extended nighttime photo range and true
1-year battery life. The New Trophy Cam HD No Glows
are exactly what hunters have been waiting for.

NEW
Trophy Cam HD
Aggressor
119876 (Brown)

FEATURES
48 No-Glow LEDs X 2,8, 20 MP high-quality full color resolution** X Full-HD 1920x1080p video

All Trophy Cam HD are capable of capturing 1080p HD
video - with sound - for a brilliant connection to the game
you hunt. NEW : Dynamic Video uses the duration of PIR
activity to determine the length of the captured file (up to
2min in daytime, up to 1 min in night time with LED on Low
or Medium and up to 15 sec at night with LED on High).

X 24 HR/Day/Night mode X External power compatible 12V X Adjustable PIR (Lo/Med/High) or Auto
PIR X 0.2-second trigger speed X O.5-second recovery speed X Programmable trigger interval: 1
sec. to 60 min. X Multi-image mode: 1-3 images per trigger X Dynamic Video length: 1 second up
to 2 min, (PIR activity regulates length (Night between 5s to 60 sec with LED on L or M, 5 to 15
sec with LED on H X Field Scan time-lapse mode takes images at pre-set intervals, 1 minute to 60

minutes X Temperature range -20°C to 60°C X PIR sensor is motion activated out to 100 ft. / 30m
X Night-Vision

A quantum leap in distance and brightness, this new
system ensures the sharpest after-dark imagery.

Flash out to 80 ft. / 25m X Runs up to one year on one set of batteries X Adjustable
web belt and 1/4-20 socket X ARD LED shield (Anti-Reflection LED Cover) X SD card slot (SD card
up to 32 GB) X Hybrid capture mode - video and photo for every trigger X Pre-set menus and
backlit 5-way button for easy setup X Color Viewer screen on 119877 only

Automatically snaps images at preset intervals
of 1 minute to 1 hour, with 2 time slots to monitor
dusk and dawn movement.

Hyper fast recovery allows camera to capture an image
and arm itself again in less than 1 second.

All Trophy Cams have the option to automatically
embed GPS coordinates to make tracking game
movement and camera placement simple.
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